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The activation traces the maison's founder's footsteps through a historic Italian city. Image credit: Ferragamo

 
By ZACH JAMES

Italian fashion house Ferrag amo is chronicling  its founder's journey throug h the capital of Tuscany with a new audio activation.

Before Salvatore Ferrag amo founded his luxury label, he walked the streets of Florence, looking  for inspiration while honing  his
artisanal skills. Now, nearly a century later, the maison is looking  back on this period, releasing  a g uided walking  tour of the area,
taking  listeners throug h the city's landmarks while connecting  the brand's past to its present.

Memory lane
Launched on Jan. 9, "The Walking  Story" is separated into six chapters, each centered on a different location with historic
sig nificance.

Opening  at the Palazzo Spini Feroni, a g othic palace in central Florence, the tour hig hlig hts the medieval architecture a code the
house has adopted with its releases throug hout its existence while telling  the story of how Mr. Ferrag amo introduced wedg e
shoes to a g roup of locals; each section tells a separate story of the founder's influence on the city and its inhabitants.

The Fountain of Neptune is nestled within Piazza della Signoria, the first public source of drinking  water in Florence's history. Image credit: Ferragamo

From there, the walking  tour g uides visitors to Colonna dell'Abbondanza, a monument said to be in the direct center of the
municipality. Artists are said to have g athered near the structure and its surrounding  piazza, spreading  ideas to fellow artisans
and passersby while showcasing  their work Mr. Ferrag amo was no different from his colleag ues in this reg ard.
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Next traveling  to the Fountain of Neptune, the narrator hig hlig hts the brand's contribution to preserving  the landmark, having
financed its restoration in 2019. The audio transports listeners back in time to the nearby bustling  cafes in the 1950s, as echoes
of crowds and waitresses fill the soundscape.

In chapter four, tourists arrive at the Corridoio Vasariano, an iconic passag eway between two Palazzos on the banks of the
Arno River, which runs throug h all of central Italy. In this vig nette, local fishermen disclose how meaning ful Mr. Ferrag amo's
innovations are to their everyday activities.

Following  the house's trail takes listeners around the center of the storied city. Image credit: Ferragamo

On the Ponte Vecchio bridg e, overlooking  the Arno, the maison odes to the shops lining  either side of the river, their windows
g listening  with the reflections and refractions of the waters below. The house states that these small businesses and their
"unexpected riches" inspired two pairs of shoes in the company's history, one set in 1955 created by the founder, and the other a
reinterpretation of the first made as a part of the fall/winter 2023 collection, the "g olden sandal" of 18 karat g old.

The tour ends in a fitting  place, the Piazzetta Salvatore e Wanda Ferrag amo at the base of Ponte Vecchio, a g athering  space
dedicated to the late Mr. Ferrag amo and his wife and head desig ner for the house Wanda Ferrag amo by the city of Florence in
2019. When Mr. Ferrag amo passed away in 1960, his wife took the reig ns, leading  the company until her death in 2018.

The g uided tour is available for a limited time, as the footsteps will disappear come Jan. 12.

Honoring legacy
While "The Walking  Story" is a celebration of what has come before, other activations from the brand have shared similar names
and themes.

Over a decade ag o in 2013, Ferrag amo released "Walking  Stories," a short film by Academy Award-nominated director Luca
Guadag nino which focuses on three central cities of particular importance to the maison, Florence, Shang hai and Los Ang eles.
The latter locale was also at the center of a recent exhibition, honoring  100 years since the brand's founder's time in Hollywood
(see story).
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A post shared by FERRAGAMO (@ferragamo)

Themes of movement and walking  are at the core of many Ferrag amo releases, including  the above video and another similarly
named campaig n, "Nomadic Stories," which dropped in 2022 (see story).

Telling  the story of a maison throug h a localized activation is nothing  new, as Italian fashion brand Prada (see story) and
Champag ne brand Perrier-Jout (see story) have presented exhibits in central markets in recent months. Ferrag amo's "The
Walking  Story" is in a different categ ory all on its own, however.

The house's personal, heartfelt ties to Florence, along side the city's reciprocated appreciation of the brand's presence, is a perk
few others in the luxury space boast.
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